
Momentous Futures

Cosmetology students practice
perms on mannequins.

Cody Hawks '25 listens in the
conversation in auto-mechanics
class.

Leyda Nuñez Chavez '25 listens
in on the conversation in
cosmetology

"I signed up for it, it was super easy I had help
cause I'm in Ms. Hills program so that was really
nice they paid for like half of it. I want to be a
veterinarian technician so I'm hoping this will be a
nice step to get there. We do a lot of fun things,
recently we got to go to a dairy farm and an
animal hospital and it was a lot of fun it was
really cool to actually be there and see some of the
stuff happening and it was really fun."

"My favorite thing about doing Cosmo is meeting
new people and making them feel and look good.
As a cosmetologist I meet all kinds of new people
on a day to day basis and each of them is
uniquely different and each have their own stories
and personalities to share. As far as end results it's
always fun to see how much my clients enjoyed
their service and what they look like leaving the
salon."

"I wanted to go to TCR because I felt like if I
didn't go to college I at least had something
to fall back on after high school. I love like the
creative part of it. My favorite part of it is
probably the 3D printing."

Why TCR?

Juan Jaracuaro '24

Name of studentRiley Hollsten '24

Zoey Rasmusen '24

Abigail Thomas '25
Veterinary Assistant

Judith Reyes '25
   Cosmetology

Jordin Osburn '25
   Cosmetology

Aydan Gillespie '25
   Auto-mechanics

Instructor James Carrico
    Auto-mechanics

Jesse Dicamillo '24
  Auto-mechanics

Andraya Simler '24
Veterinary Assistant

Maria Reyes Torres '25
     Cosmetology

Dayton Kessler '25
  Auto-Mechanics
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Cody Hawks '25: "My favorite part is getting to class in the morning and
taking like the first half hour to joke, watch videos, and talk. There's just a lot

of fun things we do."

What Programs can I take at TCR?

Advanced Mechanical Computer-Aided
Drafting & Design

Architectural Computer-Aided Drafting
& Design

Automotive Service Technician
Barbering

Carpenter/Carpentry
Civil Computer-Aided Drafting & Design

Cosmetology
Emergency Medical Technician

Esthetician
Maintenance and Light Repair

Massage Therapy
Medical Assistant
Nail Technician
Nurse Aide

Veterinary Assistant Abigail Thomas '25 and Riley Hollsten '24 practice
drawing blood from a fake animal for the

veterinarian class offered by TCR..

Anabelle Kraai '24 and Lakayla Sheets '24 attend
the medical assistant offered by TCR..

Camilo Munoz '24 works on a car for auto-
mechanic class.
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